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THE PARTS OF THE WHEEL

Center (flange): Central part of the wheel which 
determines its aesthetical design and serves as link  
between the wheel and the car's hub

Rim: Part of the wheel around
which the tyre is fitted
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WHEEL TYPES

 MONOBLOC WHEELS                               MODULAR WHEELS

Monobloc wheels are made from a unique  
aluminium block. They result from a single 
casting or forging process

Modular wheels are made of 2 or 3 parts assembled 
together through fixing screws. They allow greater
flexibility as for rim sizes. 3 - piece wheels can have 

WHEEL TYPES

rim widths from 8" to 13" while the center is the same 
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2-PIECE MODULAR WHEELS

Cast rim                                                          Welded rim

Cast rim

Titanium or 
steel screws

Cast or for- 
ged flange

rim

Steel 
nuts

Titanium 
screws

Cast or for- 
ged flange

Welded
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3-PIECE MODULAR WHEELS
 Spun aluminium inner rim Cast aluminium inner rim

Cast or for- 
ged flange

Spun alumi-
nium outer
rim

Spun alumi-
nium inner
rim

Steel
nuts

Titanium screws

Cast or for-
ged flange

Spun alumi-
nium outer
rim

Titanium or 
steel screws

Cast alumi-
nium inner
rim
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WHEEL'S MAIN FEATURES

- Diameter (inches): it indicates the diameter of the wheel

- Rim width (inches): it indicates the width of the part of the 
wheel where the tyre is fitted

- ET (mm): from  the German “Einpresstiefe“ or “Offset” in English, it
indicates the distance between the centre line of the rim wheel and
the part of the wheel where the car's hub gets seated

- PCD (mm): from English  “pitch circle diameter”, it indicates the 
diameter of the circle that connects the centre of the fixing holes

- H o l e  Nr: It indicates the number of holes on the wheel necessary 
to fix it to the car. It appears always together with the PCD

- Centering (mm): also called “Center Bore” (CB), it indicates the 
diameter of the center hole where the car's hub gets seated 

Rim width
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HOW READING THE WHEEL SIZE 

7 J  x  15  H2

Tyre holding ribbing type 
(Double Hump)

Diameter of
the wheel

Rim profile
(acc. to ETRTO)

Width of the 
wheel

7 JJ  x  15  FH2

 

(Double Flat Hump)

Rim profile
(acc. to JATMA)

 Width of the 
wheel

Diameter of
the wheel

Tyre holding ribbing type
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MAIN MARKS ON THE WHEEL

Raw wheel type

Wheel typ 

Country of origin

Workshift identifica-
tion and casting day

Manufacturer brand

JWL VIA - KBA homologations

Production date

Size

Offset (ET)

Maximum Load

Aluminium alloy 

VIA load
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MAIN MARKS ON THE WHEEL
Marks regarding technical information:
- Wheel typ: It indicates the model and the version (application) of the wheel
- Size: It indicates the diameter and the rim width of the wheel
- Offset (ET): It indicates the distance between the centre line of the rim wheel and the part of the wheel

   where the car's hub gets seated
-  Aluminium alloy: It indicates the chemical composition of the aluminium alloy used to produce the wheel
- Raw wheel type: It indicates  the raw wheel from which the final one is produced 
- JWL VIA (on the face): It indicates that the wheel satisfies the requirements of the Japanese Homologation Institute VIA, 

     and that the positive test results are registered by the VIA Institute itself
- VIA load: It is the load that the wheel has to sustain according to the Japanese VIA standard (ex: VIA 590 KG)
- KBA (on the face): It indicates that the wheel satisfies the requirements of the German Homologation  

    Institute TÜV and that the positive test results are registered by the TÜV Institute itself
- Maximium Load: It indicates the maximum load that the wheel can support (ex: MAX 650 KG)

- Manufacturer brand: It indicates the name of the company producing the wheel (OZ)
- Production date: It indicates the date when the wheel was cast
- Workshift identification and casting date: It indicates the day and workshift when the wheel was cast
- Country of origin: It indicates the nationality of the wheel manufacturer

Marks useful to identify the wheel
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Possible offset (ET) 

positive ET                      ET = zero                         negatve ET

ET
positive

ET = zero

        Rim width                                                     Rim width                                                  Rim width

ET
negative
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WHEEL CENTERING
- Fixed center bore: the wheel can be fitted only and exclusively on the cars which have 

the diameter of the hub for which the wheel was projected

- Unified center bore with reducing spigot bushing: the wheel is built  to fit on different 
cars by means of a special reducing spigot bushing. Its correct fitting grants the same 
safety characteristics of a wheel with fix-sized center bore

Reducing spi- 
got bushing

Wheel

Fixed center bore                                      Unified center bore with reducing spigot bushing

Car
hub

Wheel

Car
hub
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WHEELS WITH DOUBLE PCD
Some whee ls  have  two se ts  o f  fas ten ing  ho les  (PCD) i n  o rder  to  a l low the  
installation of the same wheel on cars with different characteristics
Ex:     F1 Evo 7x15 PCD1 = 100 x 4
      PCD2 = 108 x 4

PC
D

 1
PC

D
 2

PCD 2PCD 1
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Hump (Rim ribbing)
The term "Hump" indicates those areas on the rim where the profile forms some ribs necessary 
to prevent  the unthreading of the tyre in case of puncture.
The Hump profile is made according to the requirements of ETRTO (European Tyre and 
Rim Technical Organisation) and of JATMA (Japan Automobile Tyre Manufacturers Association).

Description          Outer                Inner                Mark
hump
double hump

hump
hump

normal
hump

H
H2

flat hump
double flat hump

flat hump
flat hump

normal
flat hump

FH
FH2

Hump Hump
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WHEELS WITH INVERTED RIM

Deep
lip

Tyre mounting side

Flange

To improve aesthetics, some wheels are provided of a deep lip which requires a non-traditional
way to mount the tyre; i.e. the tyre has to be mounted from the side opposite to the flange side. 
They are called wheels with "inverted rim".
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MATERIALS

OZ wheels are produced by using different aluminium or magnesium alloys; they can be cast or forged 
according to the kind of market they are projected for.

Usually aluminium alloy wheels are destined to the After Market, either for the car or motorbike 
market. They are for road use. The choice of the aluminium alloy composition is decided according 
to the wheel's features required by the market.

Magnesium alloy wheels, considering their high costs, optimium mechanical characteristics and 
lightness, are produced exclusively for competition use to supply Formula 1, Rally, Formula 3000,  
Super Touring Car, Le Mans, IRL and Superbike Teams. 
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Wheel accessories
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HUBCAP
The hubcap has an aesthetical function as it complete and enrich the style of the wheel and a 
practical function as it hides the center hole of the wheel while leaving in view the fixing holes.
The hubcap varies according to the design, finish and PCD of the wheel.

Hubcap

 Wheel accessoriesire
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CENTER CAP
The center cap is used to cover both the center hole of the wheel and the fixing holes. It serves 
to complete and enrich the style of the wheel.
The center cap depends exclusively on the design of the wheel.

Center cap
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FIXING BOLTS AND NUTS
OZ provides fastening bolts and nuts to fix the wheel on the vehicle. 
Bolts can be conic or round-headed.

For a proper installation of the wheels on the vehicle, only the bolts  and nuts provided by OZ
must be used.

It is forbidden to use lubricanting oils on the bolts and nuts or on the fixing seat.

Conic 

Wheel's
close up

Round-headed

Conic 

Wheel's
close up

Round-headed
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BOLTS WITH CONIC WASHER

For some applications, OZ provides fastening bolts with movable conic washer which allow to fit 
wheels on cars having a different PCD from that of the wheel. 

Car PCD 

Conic washer

Wheel PCD
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PATENT LIP
For some wheels of the Prestige collection, OZ has realized special stainless steel rings covered by 
world patent (Patent Lip) that  exalt the style and create a "chromed" effect on the outer edge of 
the wheel. The Patent Lip can be easily substituted by OZ authorized dealers in case of damage.

Wheel edge

Stainless  
steel patent lip

Fixing screws
Wheel edge

Stainless steel patent lip

Fixing screws

Fixing 
key
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CENTERING BUSHES (KIT SYSTEM)
Unified center bore wheels have been built to fit on different cars by means of special reducing
spigot bushes. The necessary lugware is included in the Kit System covered by a world patent.

Hub of the
vehicle

Centering 
bush

Wheel

Centering bush
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SPACER
For some appl icat ions ind icated by OZ,  wheels wi th the uni f ied center  bore can
require the use of aluminium spacers which are provided in the Kit System complete with centering 
bushes .  The spacers  vary  the  ET value guaranteeing a proper wheel-to wheel width and
allowing the installation of the same wheel on different applications. 

Spacer

Hub of the
vehicle

Spacer

Wheel
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AESTHETICAL ACCESSORIES FOR WHEELS WITH DOUBLE PCD
On the  whee ls  w i th  doub le  PCD hav ing  the hubcap, the PCD of the wheel not corres-
ponding to the target car's PCD remains in view. These wheels come complete with aesthetical 
accessories (fake driving pegs) which exalt their sporty look.

PCD 2PCD 1

Fake driving peg

Fake driving peg

Lugware cover caps
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
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Drawings of paper from the Style Center are transferred to a computer simulator in the R&D Dept. First, the section
of the future wheel is realized in order to check the space occupied by the brake calipers of the target vehicle.

FROM AN IDEA TO THE COMPUTER
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Secondly, a 3D model of the wheel is analysed and a complete shading (mock-up) produced with computer aid.

FROM AN IDEA TO THE COMPUTER

3D Section                                                  Shading
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FINISH ELEMENT MANUFACTURING ANALYSIS
Through sophisticated CAS-CAE software technology, the technician carries out structural tests on the design
and studies the mechanical response of materials using the Finish Element Manufacturing Analysis (FEM-FEA).
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TECHNICAL DRAWN
After the computer tests, a technical drawn is produced by the R&D Dept. staff. The technical drawn contains all informa-
tion necessary to the Production Dept. to produce the wheel according to the project studied by the technicians. 
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PREPARING THE MOULD 
The wheel is a foundry product, therefore it is fundamental  to take great care of the  design and manufacturing
of the mould. To this purpose CAD-CAM technologies are used. They permit the use of the  
very mathematical scheme defined during the wheel projecting phase for 
manufacturing the mould components using numerically-controlled mach ines.
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PRE-SERIES PRODUCTION

The mould quality together with the preparation of all necessary machines to secure the  correct
production process of the new wheel are tested through a first wheel batch production called pre-
series production that involves all  production departments in the company.
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PRE-SERIES TESTS
Pre-series wheels are tested according to the severe standards of the German TÜV and of the
Japanese JWL VIA Homologation Institutes, which is necessary to sell the products in those markets. 

All tests on the wheels are made inside OZ, which has specific testing machines certified by
TÜV and JWL VIA Institutes. As for  JWL VIA certifications, OZ has acquired the possibility to
certifiy by itself the wheels without having to send them to an external Institute for  homologation.

The most important tests required by TÜV and JWL VIA Institutes are:

- Rotational bending test
- Rolling test
- Impact test
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PRE-SERIES TESTS
Rotational bending test: it simulates the car's and therefore wheel's behaviour on a bend.

TÜV requires 200.000 test cycles. To grant a greater safety, OZ subjects its wheels to 400.000 test
cycles, taking the force in play to the limit.

JWL VIA demands 100.000 test cycles on the wheel for getting homologation.
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PRE-SERIES TESTS
Rolling tests: it simulates the wheel's behaviour and reactions on a straight route under maximum load.

TÜV requires that the test is done on the wheel for 2.000 km at a speed of 70 km/h. 

JWL VIA parameters to get homologation are: 500.000 test cycles at a speed of 50 km/h. 
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PRE-SERIES TESTS
Impact Test: it simulates the reaction of the wheel to impact against an obstacle by making a 
weight to fall on the edge of the wheel.

TÜV determines the load to apply each time according to their rules and application of the wheel.

JWL VIA works the same as TÜV. 
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PRE-SERIES TESTS
Biaxial machine: it is the most complete test as it simulates the real life of a wheel on a dynamic route.

This test is not required by Homologation Institutes, but OZ decided to include this test in its 
Quality Dept. to grant customers the highest standards of safety when buying an OZ
product.

It is important to note that there are only two wheel manufactur  rers in the wor ld which have
the machine necessary to do this test. 
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PRODUCTION PROCESS
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CASTING
The wheel comes out from the foundry.The aluminium alloy is brought to a 
temperature of about 700° and is cast in moulds that give to the raw material the desired design 
when it solidify.

The casting technologies used in OZ are:
- GRAVITY: the aluminium alloy is pured out on the mould until it is filled in completely.
This process expoits natural gravity force.

- LOW PRESSURE: the aluminium alloy is pushed into the mould by means of a pressure going 
from the low to the top of the mould itself.

During casting the quality is checked by taking some sample wheels  and testing them 
through the use of X-rays.

 Production process
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FLASH REMOVAL
When the wheel is solidified the mould is open and the raw wheel is taken out. The final design 
is already clear at this phase.

At this moment material excesses on the wheel due to the  aluminium feeding channels of the 
mould must be removed. 
Flash removal from the edges of the wheel is carried out by hand.  

After this production phase, the wheel is ready for machining.
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MACHINING
In this phase all the parts of the wheel necessary to fit it on a car (center hole, fixing holes, etc.)
and to allow the mounting of the tyres are machined.

Wheels are milled and turned. The profile of the rim, ribbing, disc, centring and the holes for bolting
the wheel to the car's hub are machined on precision equipment to give the final product the charac-
teristics of ET, PCD, etc. requested.

Machining tolerances are very strict in order to produce top-quality wheels and optimize their 
driving performances.

The finish product goes finally under the air leakage or tubeless test where the wheel is immersed
in a tank of water in which air is injected at 5/7 atmospheres. In this way any air leaks caused by
porosity are identified. This test proves the tightness of the tyre when inflated.
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Painting
The painting is the final process of the wheel production, where the stickers are added and 
the eventual esthetical accessories are implemented (stainless steel Patent Lip).

The many OZ finishes are utilized depending on the wheel design, for optimizing the final result between
the colour and the very wheel design. 

For each kind of OZ finish, the identification code is included at the end of the OZ 
commercial code for the wheel (ex: W0157425080 Superleggera Race Silver 8x17):

Code  Description                                                     Code  Description
00 Silver Standard 43 Matt Tuner Silver
01 Silver Standard + Black Lettering 60 Chrystal Silver
05 Silver Standard + Tuner Silver Lettering 61 Chrystal Titanium
07 Metal Silver 76 Race Gold
23 Matt Graphit Silver + Yellow Lettering 80 OZ Race Silver
33 White + Red Lettering

The finishes undersigned are the most difficult to realize, because they need a double 
painting phase.
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Painting
New finishes proposed by OZ are usually derived from market requests. The cost of the finish
depends on how it is composed.

To obtain the SILVER STANDARD finish 3 layers of painting are needed (epoxy powders + 
metallic liquid + transparent painting), while RACE SILVER requires 4 painting steps: epoxy 
powders + epoxy powders + metallic liquid + transparent painting.

RACE SILVER is more expensive not only because it requires a further step but also because its
cost is twice higher than the SILVER STANDARD.

RACE SILVER is a very delicated finish, composed of aluminium elements to assure unrivalled
brightness to the final painting. Once the wheel is painted with RACE SILVER you must remove
must remove paint from it and re-paint the wheel in case of imperfections or mistakes!
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    Benefits of OZ wheels
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Planning phase and design studies

During the planning phase, OZ uses the technology developed in thirty years of experience 
in the racing world (F1, Rally, ecc.).

Moreover, OZ works closely in collaboration with one of the most important tuners, SBARRO, for
developing new technological solutions and prototypes to propose on the market.

The unique OZ style comes from an exchange of informations between the OZ R&D Department
 and the best schools for designers in the world: the TCA (Tokio Comunication Arts) in Japan and 
 the ESPERA SBARRO in France.
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Mechanical characteristics
OZ wheels for the After Market sales are produced by using different aluminium alloys according
to the mechanical characteristics desidered on the final product.

OZ produces wheels going from a diameter size of 14" to 24" in order to satisfy all requests coming
from all markets. As when the wheel diameter grows up problems relating to resistance and weight
increase, OZ uses different kinds of aluminium alloys.

- G-AlSi10Cu
This aluminium alloy is used in gravity casting in order to  produce monobloc wheels
from 14" to 16". It allows to produce wheels with good mechanical characteristics and
quite a good weight with moderate costs.

- G-AlSi7MgTiSr LP T6
This aluminium alloy is used in low pressure casting to produce monobloc wheels from 17" to 22" 
and components (flanges, inner and outer rims) for modular wheels with a diameter from 18" to 24".
Undergoing heat treatment T6, this aluminium alloy permits to obtain wheels with optimum  
mechanical characteristics, elevated resistance to stress and low weight. However, the production
costs are higher.
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- Al 6151
By a forging process, the aluminium alloy is utilized for realizing the monobloc wheel for
car compet i t ion  (DTM) and for motorbike After Market sales.
Mechanical features being equal, a forged wheel is much lighter in weight than a cast wheel, 
and it has a lower angular moment, therefore lower inertia. The absence of moulds for its 
production, giustifies the cost of this technology.

This aluminium alloy is also used for the production of prestigious monobloc wheel (FORGIATA) 
and flanges for modular wheels (Superleggera III Forged) from 18” to 20” of diameter.

- EN AW-6082 T6
This aluminium alloy is used for the realization, by a special flow forming process, of the modular
 wheel rim.
This technology allows high mechanical characteristics, similar to the forging process, w i t h
 lower costs.

Mechanical characteristics
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The finishing shows the kind of  painting colour, the stickers or letterings, the kind of  
hubcaps or centre caps, used for completing the wheel design. This phase plays an important 
role for the aesthetical results of a wheel.

OZ has a large list of possible finishings, so it can propose the right one for exalting the design 
of the wheel and enrich the target car.

Therefore, OZ is constantly investing in research of new solutions of finishing.  
The collaboration with important companies specialized in this field (BASF and AKZO NOBEL) 
allows to produce high level quality products as requested by OZ philosophy.

OZ Finishing
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The high standard quality level of OZ wheels, i s  everytime guaranteed by several tests, that in 
some cases, are over the requested standards of the homologation authority.
Rotational bending test: the wheel is subjected to the same mechanical stress that a car  

undergoes on a bend, taking the forces in play to the limit.

Rolling test: it simulates the behaviour and reactions of the wheel on a straight route at maximum load.
Impact Test:  test of resistance to impact which the wheels undergoes to simulate the stresses  
caused by strain or impact to which a wheel could be subjected during use on the road.
Biaxial machine test: it simulates a wheel on a dynamic driving route which includes bends, 
straight stretches, hills and rough surfaces at maximum load.

The accessories (hubcaps, screws, ecc.) for OZ wheels, are supplied by certificated 
companies and are produced respecting the current laws. 

OZ wheels quality
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The final weight is one of the most important features of a wheel for OZ.
Therefore, OZ invests everytime a lot in human and technical resources for achieving 
lightness performances without compromising personal safety.

This object is possible using a particular software which already during the planning phase
allows to analyse the wheel under stress and the material composition. 
The research in material performance is one of the more important target of OZ 

For these reasons OZ is proud to have realized “Superleggera” and “FORGIATA” wheels, 
which are the lighter wheels on the After Market sales.

LIGHTNESS
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OZ wheels for After Market sales, include in their technology many years of OZ experience   
in the Racing, Tuning and Original Equipment fields. 

The long experience of OZ in the competitions (Formula 1, Rally, Formula 3000, DTM, ecc.), 
has allowed to develop important technical know-how for achieving high wheel performances. 

The collaboration with  some of the most important tuners (Sbarro, Hamann, Mae, etc.),  
allows OZ to be everytime in the lead with innovative products appreciated by the 
most demanding customers.

T h e  Original Equipment production for important customers (such as Volkswagen, Toyota, 
Suzuki, ecc.) requests to OZ to work with high standard quality levels for satisfatying the 
several customers' individual requirements and for maintaining an high quality level also
for the After Market sales. 

OZ EXPERIENCE
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OZ COLLECTION 
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OZ COLLECTION
The OZ philosophy, wich includes the realization of wheels for target applications, has brought to the
splitting up of the Collection in four families, determined by the kind of car for which they are meant.

Racing

All-Terrain
Pre
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e
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Sport carsCity Cars
+

economy cars

Medium- big sedans             Off-roads (SUV)



Collection 2004

Superleggera 
Race Gold

Forgiata Superleggera 
III Forged

Superturismo GT Superturismo WRC Record Superleggera
Race Silver

Canyon II Patent Lip Classe II Patent Lip Opera II Patent Lip Galileo III

Leonardo III

Gemini Hydra Titan Agyl

Canyon ST Vela ST Comanche III ST

Canyon Classe Patent Lip Opera Patent Lip Antares

Racing

Prestige

Classic

All-Terrain

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

USA Style

ozracing.com
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